Company Profile
History
Heuff Sound & Vision is a Dutch company Located in Maarsbergen near Utrecht.
The company was founded in 1982 as Sound & Light rental company
The knowledge that was gained in rental was soon to be exploited into fixed
installations and specific sound solutions .
In 1995 Heuf Sound & Vision moved to a new location where it had room to expand
to a more professional & better organized company.
Sales activities & operating area grew so quickly that it became strategically wise to
start importing and distributing brands in the Benelux instead of buying local.
Our current catalogue contains:
FOHHN
High end loudspeaker manufacturer located in Germany for install & live sound
applications.
PROEL
Manufacturer of a very broad range of products from accessories - install & liveSound Products.
LEM
Loudspeaker manufacturer located in Italy mainly focused on M.I. market
BITTNER AUDIO
High end amplifier manufacturer located in Germany, focused on 100v and specific
products that comply to the toughest European safety regulations.
FITTNESSAUDIO.
Specialised manufacter of Aeromic and specific sollutions for the fittnes market
Logistic
We have chosen to outsource our warehouse to an external provider (GLS).
They are Holding around 600 pallets of stock for Heuff Sound & Vision and are
handling all international and local transports.
This Set-up gives us the chance to spend more time to our Core-Business.

Our main office in Maarsbergen measures around 750 m2 and houses our Offices,
Showroom,
Service & Rental department.
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Company Divisions
Heuff Sound & Vision holds 4 main activities all united in one company.
1. Heuff Sales
Guided by a well structured Dealer plan and knowledge from the field our
sales engineers are equipped to advise our customers properly.
2. Heuff Projects
To ensure our products are properly installed we support our customers with
acoustic simulations, schematic diagrams or help directly on site.
In more complex projects we can provide professional AMX programming.
3. Heuff Rental
To avoid competition with our own customers our rental division is based on
Dry-Hire.
For obvious promotional reasons the rental stock contains mainly our own
distribution brands combined with “ industry standards”
4. Heuff Services
Whenever needed we are equipped to handle our own repairs, maintenance
and necessary preparations on specific projects.

Market knowledge
Building on more than 25 years of experience Heuff Sound & Vision holds a excellent
reputation in the Benelux.
Several big television broadcast company and the Dutch ministry of Defense have
relied on us in the past .
With more the 3500 specific contacts and an active network of 300 dealers in the
Benelux Heuff Sound & Vision owns a strong foundation to build on now and in the
future.

Heuff Sound & Vision
Ambachtsweg 1
3953 BZ Maarsbergen
Tel
: +31 (0) 343 431750
Fax
: +31 (0) 343 431287
Web : www.heuff.nl
E-mail : info@heuff.nl
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